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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Conference on Advances in Communication, Network, and Computing, CNC 2011, held in Bangalore, India, in March 2011. The 41 revised full papers, presented together with 50 short papers and 39 poster papers, were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book. The papers feature current research in the field of Information Technology, Networks, Computational Engineering, Computer and Telecommunication Technology, ranging from theoretical and methodological issues to advanced applications.

Design and Optimization of Biogas Energy Systems presents an overview on planning, implementing, assessing and optimizing biogas systems, from fuel conversion to power generation. The book introduces the fundamental elements of bioenergy systems, highlighting the specificities of biogas systems. It discusses the current state of their adoption at a global level and the challenges faced by designers and operators. Methods for sizing, simulating and modeling are discussed, including prefeasibility analysis, available production
processes, integration into hybrid energy systems, and the application of Big Data analysis and game theory concepts. All chapters include real-life examples and exercises to illustrate the topics being covered. The book goes beyond theory to offer practical knowledge of methods to reach solutions to key challenges in the field. This is a valuable resource for researchers, practitioners and graduate students interested in developing smart, reliable and sustainable biogas technologies. Provides an applied approach to biogas systems, from technology fundamentals, to economic and environmental assessment. Explores control methods and reliability prediction of each system component, including modeling and simulation with HOMER and MATLAB. Discusses the use of Big Data analysis, numerical methods, and Game Theory for plant assessment.

This revised third edition presents the subject with the help of learning objectives (LO) guided by Bloom's Taxonomy and supports outcome-based learning. It discusses concepts from elementary to advanced levels with focus on mathematical preliminaries. Numerous solved examples, algorithms, illustrations & usage of fictitious characters make the text interesting and simple to read. Salient Features: Dedicated section on Elementary Mathematics. Pseudo codes used to illustrate implementation of algorithm. Includes new topics on Shannon's theory and Perfect Secrecy, Unicity Distance and Redundancy of Language.
Interesting elements introduced through QR codes - Solutions to select chapter-end problems (End of every chapter) - 19 Proofs of theorems (Appendix Q) - Secured Electronic Transaction (Appendix R)

Ocean Energy Modeling and Simulation with Big Data: Computational Intelligence for System Optimization and Grid Integration offers the fundamental and practical aspects of big data solutions applied to ocean and offshore energy systems. The book explores techniques for assessment of tidal, wave and offshore wind energy systems. It presents the use of data mining software to simulate systems and Hadoop technology to evaluate control systems. The use of Map Reduce algorithms in systems optimization is examined, along with the application of NoSQL in systems management. Actual data collection through web-based applications and social networks is discussed, along with practical applications of recommendations. Introduces computational methods for processing and analyzing data to predict ocean energy system production, assess their efficiency, and ensure their reliable connection to power grids Covers data processing solutions like Hadoop, NoSQL, Map Reduce and Lambda, discussing their applications in ocean energy for system design and optimization Provides practical exercises that demonstrate the concepts explored in
each chapter
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Principles of Multimedia
Civil
Discrete Mathematics for Computer Science
Proceedings of International Conference on Recent Advancement on Computer and Communication

BASIC COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Master the fundamentals of discrete mathematics with DISCRETE MATHEMATICS FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE with Student Solutions Manual CD-ROM! An increasing number of computer scientists from diverse areas are using discrete mathematical structures to explain concepts and
problems and this mathematics text shows you how to express precise ideas in clear mathematical language. Through a wealth of exercises and examples, you will learn how mastering discrete mathematics will help you develop important reasoning skills that will continue to be useful throughout your career.

For B.E. First year Semester I (all branches) strictly according to the syllabus of Rajiv Gandhi Proudyogiki Vishwavidyalaya, Bhopal (M.P.) and all Engineering Colleges affiliated to Ravi Shankar University, Raipur( Chattisgarh) Provides data on technologically advanced equipment & software categorized into four general areas: design & engineering; fabrication & machining; materials handling; & inspection & quality control. Covers SIC groups: fabricated metal products, industrial machinery & equipment, transportation equipment, & instruments & related products. Charts & tables. Energy Management: Conservation and Audit discusses the energy scenario, including energy conservation, management, and audit, along with the
methodology supported by industrial examples. Energy economics of systems has been elaborated with concepts of life cycle assessment and costing, and rate of return. Topics such as energy storage, co-generation, and waste heat recovery to energy efficiency have discussed. The challenges faced in conserving energy sources (steam and electricity) have elaborated along with the improvements in the lighting sector. Further, it covers optimization procedures for the development in the industry related to energy conservation. The researchers, senior undergraduate, and graduate students focused on Energy Management, Sustainable Energy, Renewable Energy, Energy Audits, and Energy Conservation. This book covers current information related to energy management and includes energy audit and review all the leading equipment (boilers, CHP, pumps, heat exchangers) as well as procedural frameworks (energy audits, action planning, monitoring). It includes energy production and management from an industrial perspective, along with highlighting the various processes involved in energy
conservation and auditing in various sectors and associated methods. It also explores future energy options and directions for energy security and sustainability.

Basic information about Building Components, Structures, Civil Engineering Materials and Surveying Comprises of 8 books for grade 1 to 8

Engineering Graphics: For RGPV Volume 2
Basic Computer Engineering Precise
The Human Element of Big Data Dashboard Computer Science 03
Concepts in Computing
Basic Comp Eng - Rgpv 2011
Data, Engineering and Applications
FUNDAMENTAL OF SOFT COMPUTING
Basic Mechanical Engineering

The proposed book talks about the participation of human in Big Data. How human as a component of system can help in making the decision process easier and vibrant. It studies the basic build structure for big data and also includes advanced research topics. In the field of Biological sciences, it comprises genomic and proteomic data also. The book swaps traditional data management techniques with more robust and vibrant methodologies that focus on
current requirement and demand through human computer interfacing in order to cope up with present business demand. Overall, the book is divided into five parts where each part contains 4-5 chapters on versatile domain with human side of Big Data. A critical part of ensuring that systems are advancing alongside technology without complications is problem solving. Practical applications of problem-solving theories can model conflict and cooperation and aid in creating solutions to real-world problems. Soft-Computing-Based Nonlinear Control Systems Design is a critical scholarly publication that examines the practical applications of control theory and its applications in problem solving to fields including economics, environmental management, and financial modelling. Featuring a wide range of topics, such as fuzzy logic, nature-inspired algorithms, and cloud computing, this book is geared toward academicians, researchers, and students seeking relevant research on control theory and its practical applications. The book is a compilation of best papers presented at International Conference on Recent Advancement in Computer and Communication (ICRAC 2017) organized by IMPLab Research and Innovation Foundation, Bhopal, India. The book covers all aspects of computers and communication techniques including pervasive computing, distributed computing, cloud computing, sensor and adhoc
network, image, text and speech processing, pattern recognition and pattern analysis, digital signal processing, digital electronics, telecommunication technologies, robotics, VLSI technologies, embedded system, satellite communication, digital signal processing, and digital communication. The papers included are original research works of experts from industry, government centers and academic institutions; experienced in engineering, design and research.

Basic Computer Engineering Precise

Risk detection and cyber security play a vital role in the use and success of contemporary computing. By utilizing the latest technological advances, more effective prevention techniques can be developed to protect against cyber threats. Detecting and Mitigating Robotic Cyber Security Risks is an essential reference publication for the latest research on new methodologies and applications in the areas of robotic and digital security. Featuring extensive coverage on a broad range of topics, such as authentication techniques, cloud security, and mobile robotics, this book is ideally designed for students, researchers, scientists, and engineers seeking current research on methods, models, and implementations of optimized security in digital contexts.

This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
International Conference on Recent Trends in Computer Networks and Distributed Systems Security, held in Trivandrum, India, in October 2012. The 34 revised full papers and 8 poster presentations were carefully reviewed and selected from 112 submissions. The papers cover various topics in Computer Networks and Distributed Systems.

Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Computer Science, Engineering and Applications (ICCSEA 2012), May 25-27, 2012, New Delhi, India
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Basic Mechanical Engineering (Be 204)

Issues, Analytics, and Performance

Factors Affecting Adoption

This book presents a compilation of current trends, technologies, and challenges in connection with Big Data. Many fields of science and engineering are data-driven, or generate huge amounts of data that are ripe for the picking. There are now more
sources of data than ever before, and more means of capturing data. At the same time, the sheer volume and complexity of the data have sparked new developments, where many Big Data problems require new solutions. Given its scope, the book offers a valuable reference guide for all graduate students, researchers, and scientists interested in exploring the potential of Big Data applications.

Concepts in Computing provides a clear, concise introduction to the fundamentals of computer science. The author generates excitement, curiosity, and enthusiasm in students and leaves them with a desire to learn more about the fascinating world of computing. The text identifies the important relationship between computing and the disciplines of engineering and mathematics. It focuses on the three important areas of Software/Programming/Design, Computer Systems/Architecture, and Theoretical Foundations. It is clear that students learn faster, and retain and integrate knowledge more efficiently, if they see how each subject area connects with, and is interdependent upon others. Concepts in Computing sets a solid foundation for introductory students and is a useful companion to those entering introductory programming courses.
**Tidal Energy Systems: Design, Optimization and Control** provides a comprehensive overview of concepts, technologies, management and the control of tidal energy systems and tidal power plants. It presents the fundamentals of tidal energy, including the structure of tidal currents and turbulence. Technology, principles, components, operation, and a performance assessment of each component are also covered. Other sections consider pre-feasibility analysis methods, plant operation, maintenance and power generation, reliability assessment in terms of failure distribution, constant failure rate and the time dependent failure model. Finally, the most recent research advances and future trends are reviewed. In addition, applicable real-life examples and a case study of India’s tidal energy scenario are included. The book provides ocean energy researchers, practitioners and graduate students with all the information needed to design, deploy, manage and operate tidal energy systems. Senior undergraduate students will also find this to be a useful resource on the fundamentals of tidal energy systems and their components. Presents the fundamentals of tidal energy, including system components, pre-feasibility analysis, and plant management,
operations and control Explores concepts of sustainability and a reliability analysis of tidal energy systems, as well as their economic aspects and future trends Covers the assessment of tidal energy systems by optimization technique and game theory

This book Basic Mechanical Engineering, now in its second edition, continues to provide all essential features of the first edition, i.e. it contains nine chapters in all and provides a large number of solved and unsolved problems and exercises. In this edition, new topics such as Ideal Gas Laws-Characteristic Gas Equation, Avogadro’s Hypothesis, Joule’s Law

Market_Desc: Primary Market· Undergraduate I Year Engineering student of RGPV, Bhopal (More than 1 lac intake)Course: Basic Computer EngineeringCourse Code: B.E. - 205Secondary Market· Undergraduate first year students of various universities, such as· UPTU (ECS-101/ECS-201 : Computer Concepts and Programming in C)· UTU (Fundamentals of Computer & Programming)· PTU (CS-101 Fundaments of Computer Programming and Information Technology)· RTU (Computer Systems and Programming [104])· GTU (Computer Programming and Utilization)· Anna (GE2112 Fundamentals of Computing and
Programming) · JNTU (C Programming and Data Structures) · BPUT (BCSE 3101 PROGRAMMING IN C ) · VTU (10CCP13/10CCP23 Computer Concepts and C Programming) · CSVTU (300224 Introduction to Computing) Special Features: · Completely covers the syllabus as a textbook for B.E. first year course Basic Computer Engineering, RGPV (Bhopal) and similar courses in other universities. · Single-handedly caters to the requirements of several engineering disciplines that have this course in their curriculum. · Explains programming in C++ in detail. · Covers operating systems such as Windows, DOS and UNIX; database management systems; data structures; algorithms and C++, without entering into the specifics of programming languages and complex technologies. · Makes liberal use of screenshots to show how the screen would look like after processing the command. · Has increased utility owing to the presence of a large number of examples and illustrations. · Covers programming assignments and experimental portions under specific chapters to take into account the practical nature of the course. · Contains appendices that introduce readers to emerging areas of research such as neural networks and fuzzy logic. · Provides model
question papers for practicing questions based on the examination pattern.

Excellent pedagogy having:
- 160+ Figures
- 70+ Tables
- 40+ Programs with output
- 70+ Syntaxes and explanatory examples
- 220+ Objective questions
- 170+ Review questions
- 50+ Programming assignments.

About The Book: This book helps in familiarizing students with the basic organization of the computer, and then moving on to study of the operating systems such as Windows, DOS and UNIX; database management systems; data structures; algorithms and C++, without entering into the specifics of programming languages and complex technologies. It provides an insight into the basics of computers as delineated by the syllabi of RGPV and various reputed Indian universities. This book is suitable for self-study because of clear explanation of the topics, uniformity in presentation, illustration of concepts through numerous examples; and chapters are laced with various screenshots to give an idea as to how the screen would look like while performing that particular step.

Now in its seventh edition, Basic Engineering Mathematics is an established textbook that has helped thousands of students to succeed in their exams.
Mathematical theories are explained in a straightforward manner, being supported by practical engineering examples and applications in order to ensure that readers can relate theory to practice. The extensive and thorough topic coverage makes this an ideal text for introductory level engineering courses. This title is supported by a companion website with resources for both students and lecturers, including lists of essential formulae, multiple choice tests, and full solutions for all 1,600 further questions.

**Basics of Engineering Mathematics Vol-I (RGPV Bhopal)**

**Basic Mechanical Engineering (For HPTU, Hamirpur)**

**Introduction to Cognitive Radio Networks and Applications Volume 1**

**Tidal Energy Systems**

**Basic Engineering Mathematics**

**Software Engineering**

**Soft-Computing-Based Nonlinear Control Systems Design**

**Cryptography and Network Security (SIE) International Conference, SNDS 2012, Trivandrum, India, October 11-12, 2012, Proceedings**

**Basic Civil Engineering**

The International conference series on
Computer Science, Engineering & Applications (ICCSEA) aims to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia and industry to focus on understanding computer science, engineering and applications and to establish new collaborations in these areas. The Second International Conference on Computer Science, Engineering & Applications (ICCSEA-2012), held in Delhi, India, during May 25-27, 2012 attracted many local and international delegates, presenting a balanced mixture of intellect and research both from the East and from the West. Upon a strenuous peer-review process the best submissions were selected leading to an exciting, rich and a high quality technical conference program, which featured high-impact presentations in the latest developments of various areas of computer science, engineering and applications research.

Description: This book is going to be the first well organized book for soft computing, including all the three major constituents or aspect of soft computing (neural networks, fuzzy logic and evolutionary computation), and hopefully will be proved beneficial for both kind of people; those striving to gain knowledge and those striving to score grades. The
book is comprised of each and every topic of soft computing is a vast field of artificial intelligence with very much exploration to real time problems, especially regarding the quench of decision making and automation in the leading AI industries.Key Features: Comprehensive coverage of various aspects of soft computing concepts. Artificial intelligence, Neuro computing, Fuzzy logic Evolutionary computation. Strictly in accordance for the syllabus covered under UG, PG, and Doctoral courses. (B.E. / B. Tech./ MCA/ M. Tech/ Research Scholars) Simple language, crystal clear approach, straight forward comprehensible presentation. The concepts are duly supported by several examples. Important question papers for every chapters. Table of contents: Chapter 1: Introduction to Neuro-computing Chapter 2: Training the Neural networks Chapter 3: The unsupervised networks Chapter 4: The fuzzy logic Chapter 5: The Evolutionary computation Chapter 6: Few Auxiliary algorithms

Cognitive radio is 5-G technology, comes under IEEE 802.22 WRAN (Wireless Regional Area Network) standards. It is currently experiencing rapid growth due to its potential to solve many of the problems
affecting present-day wireless systems. The foremost objective of "Introduction to Cognitive Radio Networks and Applications" is to educate wireless communication generalists about cognitive radio communication networks. Written by international leading experts in the field, this book caters to the needs of researchers in the field who require a basis in the principles and the challenges of cognitive radio networks. This book presents selected proceedings of the annual convention of the Computer Society of India. Divided into 10 topical volumes, the proceedings present papers on state-of-the-art research, surveys, and succinct reviews. They cover diverse topics ranging from communications networks to big data analytics, and from system architecture to cyber security. This book focuses on Software Engineering, and informs readers about the state of the art in software engineering by gathering high-quality papers that represent the outcomes of consolidated research and innovations in Software Engineering and related areas. In addition to helping practitioners and researchers understand the chief issues involved in designing, developing, evolving and validating complex software systems, it provides
comprehensive information on developing professional careers in Software Engineering. It also provides insights into various research issues such as software reliability, verification and validation, security and extensibility, as well as the latest concepts like component-based development, software process models, process-driven systems and human-computer collaborative systems.

**Advances in Computer Science, Engineering & Applications**

**Basics of Mechanical Engineering**

**Detecting and Mitigating Robotic Cyber Security Risks**

**Manufacturing Technology**

**Energy Management**

**Congress on Intelligent Systems**

**Computer Networks and Information Technologies**

**Computational Intelligence for System Optimization and Grid Integration**